
Primerus Butterfly Valves and True Union Ball 
Valves are manufactured by CEPEX, a global 
supplier with an extensive track record in US 
farming and nursery applications. The CEPEX 
butterfly valve is a premium product offering total 
corrosion resistance at a competitive price that 
was designed for agriculture.  

Conventional metal butterfly valves can 
economically control large flow volumes but they 
all share the same drawback: given enough time, 
they will corrode and become difficult to turn. This 
is as true for basic metal valve packages as it is for 
expensive upgrades with stainless components. 
And the time it takes to corrode is accelerated by 
the harsh chemicals used in farms and nurseries. 

The CEPEX butterfly valve solves the corrosion 
problem by avoiding metal altogether. All 
components 

components of the CEPEX valve that make contact 
with fluid flow are made from either PVC plastic  
or EPDM rubber. No metal contacts the fluid flow 
whatsoever. Even among more expensive PVC 
butterfly valves made by other manufacturers, 
CEPEX is unique in this regard. The zinc plated 
steel shaft in CEPEX valve is completely isolated 
from the fluid flow. 

CEPEX butterfly valves are ideal for your high-end 
nursery applications. Spanning a range from 2” to 
10”, the line includes the right part for your 
operation, regardless of size.   

Primerus Products, LLC is dedicated to supplying 
product solutions to progressive nursery growers. 
Visit us at PrimerusProducts.com or contact us at 
1-855-SPITTER (1-855-774-8837). 

No metal parts 
come into contact 
with fluid flow, 
completely avoiding 
the most common 
problem with 
conventional valves: 
restricted motion 
due to corrosion. 

SPOT-SPITTER is a registered trademark of Primerus Products, LLC.  
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The CEPEX PVC butterfly valve is the only butterfly valve with both 
the long life and affordable pricing that are practical for nursery use. 
Refer to the tables on this page for ordering information and a basic 
parts list. For more technical details or for information on other 
Primerus products, visit us at PrimerusProducts.com or call us at 1-
855-SPITTER (1-855-774-8837). 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

PVC BUTTERFLY VALVES 
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* GPM at 1 PSI 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Part Material 

1 Body PVC 

2 Valve Disc PVC 

3 Rubber Seal EPDM 

4 Stem Zinc Plated Steel 

5 O-Ring Seal EPDM 

6 Top Bearing Glass Filled PP 

7 Throttle Plate Acetal 

8 Lever Lock Acetal 

9 Handle Glass Filled PP 

P/N Description Max Pressure Cv* 

CP-32614 Standard PVC butterfly valve, 2”  150 psi 126 

CP-32615 Standard PVC butterfly valve, 3” 150 psi 282 

CP-32616 Standard PVC butterfly valve, 4” 150 psi 580 

CP-32618 Standard PVC butterfly valve, 6” 150 psi 1134 

CP-32619 Standard PVC butterfly valve, 8” 150 psi 2311 

CP-15846 PVC butterfly valve, 10” 130 psi 3655 


